Week Ending: September 14, 2018

Top Stories This Week
The EU Has Approved A Copyright Law That Could Change The Internet As We Know It
The EU parliament today (Sept. 12) voted to approve controversial copyright reforms that have been
in the works since 2016 and could transform the internet for users in Europe and beyond. (qz.com)

The Current State Of Public Cloud Enterprise IoT Platforms
Internet of Things has become one of the critical workloads to run in the public cloud. (forbes.com)

AT&T Names Samsung, Ericsson And Nokia As 5G Equipment Suppliers
AT&T announced Monday morning that Samsung, Ericsson and Nokia would supply its 5G network
equipment. (fiercewireless.com)

Products & Services
Instagram May Soon Let You Tag Friends In Videos
Instagram introduced the photo-tagging feature as far back as in 2013, but now the Facebook -owned
social media platform is believed to be testing the exact same functionality in video posts as well .
(beebom.com)

VMware Extends Its Hybrid Cloud Platform To The Edge
At VMware's annual VMworld conference, the company previewed technology designed to extend the
capabilities of VMware Cloud on AWS to on-premises environments.
(searchservervirtualization.techtarget.com)

Emerging Technology
Apple Calls A12 Bionic Chip ‘The Smartest And Most Powerful Chip Ever In A
Smartphone’
Apple has unveiled its latest chip for the new batch of iPhones: the A12 Bionic. (theverge.com)

Could AI Allow You To Live Forever?
When Roman Mazurenko was killed by a hit-and-run driver in late 2015, his friend Eugenia Kyda, then
in her late 20s, found herself scrolling through their old text conversations. (msn.com)
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Mergers, Acquisitions, & Partnerships
Hulu and Discovery announce partnership for live and on-demand programming
Hulu and Discovery this morning announced a wide-ranging partnership that will see Discovery’s live
and on-demand programming added to Hulu’s streaming service. (techcrunch.com)

Hu-manity.co Collaborates With IBM Blockchain On Consumer App To Manage Personal
Data Property Rights
Hu-manity.co will use IBM’s Blockchain platform as the foundational technology for its global consent
ledger to help enable individuals to claim property rights to their personal data.
(bwcio.businessworld.in)

Industry Reports
Cox Business Recognizes 3 R.I. Companies For Tech Capabilities
In what it called its Rhode Island Smart Business Tour on Sept. 6, Cox Business visited three
companies – in North Kingstown, Pawtucket and Warren – which it says have all “taken their core
technology assets to build out bigger and better applications, services and solutions to the betterment
of their businesses as well as the customer experience.” (pbn.com)

How Much Netflix Costs In Different Countries Around The World, And Which Ones Get
The Best Deal
If you want to get the most bang for your buck for Netflix, you might want to live in Japan.
(businessinsider.com)

Taking Machine Thinking Out Of The Black Box
Software applications provide people with many kinds of automated decisions, such as identifying
what an individual's credit risk is, informing a recruiter of which job candidate to hire, or determining
whether someone is a threat to the public. (news.mit.edu)
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